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individual, geographical, climatic and legal. We need to be on our guard against trying to
separate moral and material progress. Success or failure depends on elements not always
ostensibly " economic." Constructive minds have over and over again enabled small nations to
become great; while paltry minds can reduce a vast empire to confusion, decline, and dis-
integration. If a race is vanquished, its gold falls to the victor. Upon matters of trade
and agriculture there will yet be much to say. But that successful English "economics"
depended primarily upon the maintenance of the fisheries and other sea services, no Elizabethan
was allowed to forget.
The absence of any section for Marine History at the Anglo-American Conference of 1936
is the more unexpected, in that the new National Maritime Museum in the old Royal Palace at
Greenwich, with Professor Geoffrey Callender as Director, is one of the most remarkable achieve-
ments of our time.
We must look forward to Historical Conferences at which the progress of nations, and the
causes for maintenance or loss of their traditional characteristics and possessions would be the
central theme.
" Elizabethan England"—in which nothing rests upon the author's personal or hereditary
preferences or opinions, but everything upon direct evidence,—is the pioneer of a system which
may ultimately become universal. Meanwhile, promptly welcomed by the Academia de la
Historia de Espana, it seems to have created some consternation among such English minds
as prefer to reiterate "authorised" modern views,—rather than expand their outlook to see
the i6th century restored to its original proportions, with Spain as the "great Lion"; which
Elizabethans might hate or fight, but from which in matters of " arts and arms" they were
not unwilling to learn.1
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1 Grievous tidings, that " the Palacio de Liria is ablaze," arrived just as these proofs were undergoing
their fourth re-reading; i8th November, 1936. The extent of the damage (and exactly how the fire
originated) is not yet known even to the Duke of Alba (who received the news in London). An
attempted rescue of pictures and tapestries is alleged in the press; but nothing said as to the
MSS, the most extensive hereditary collection possessed by any one nobleman in the world. Repre-
senting a number of ancient families, whose vigorous deeds formed an integral part of the history
of mediaeval and renaissance Spain, the Duke of Alba's papers ranged from A.D. 1026 (40 years
before the Norman Conquest of England). They afforded not only a pageant of Spanish life and
enterprise^ but were (or should have been) of universal interest^ to all mmds ready to remember
that the pioneer achievements of civilised mankind owed nothing to mechanism and everything to
individual initiative, endeavour, patience and perseverance.
Though precise information as to the losses at Liria is not yet available, all lovers of antiquity
and of the Fine Arts should doubly deplore the disaster; in that the Duke of Alba and his mother
before him were always willing to show these treasures to sincere seekers after truth, for the advance-
ment of scholarship whether in their own or any other nation.

